July 25, 1996
JEY is here and JEY comes now with much joy and much anticipation for this meeting of
OMEGA. Know that as JEY is here at this time, there are others in your midst as well. Simply
welcome them, for you too will share in that which is the joy they feel at being here at this time.
Know that as you are gathered here, it is for a purpose; and even as JEY has promised in the
meeting past, there will be given information that will affect each of you in a personal way.
Know that it is important that you remain in meditation, and know that JEY does come at this
time to allow another to communicate with you. Accept this.
Know that as you are in this time now, which JEY has in the past interpreted to be a time
of learning, a time of training for you, know that it is important that you be guided each step of
the way as you prepare for that which is communication with your Spirit. It is important that you
internalize those things which you have discussed during this time of meeting. It is important that
you become totally aware of that which is Spirit Within and of the idea that not only can Spirit
communicate with you, but you can communicate with it as well. You are blessed in that you
have received much information of value to you, and that you are to receive more during this time
of meeting. Be at Peace.
AMEN! Allow this one to come now to communicate with you and to give you
information that will be of great importance to you as you now attempt to further grow in your
Spiritual aspect. Know that this one has indeed been available in the past for those who are
known as OMEGA; but it has not been the pleasure of this one to address those of you who are
here at this time. It is important that you accept that this one does indeed come in the will of the
Creator and does come because the one who is Guardian of Spirit for the one who serves as
instrument has allowed it to be so.
You who are here are blessed inasmuch as this one has been allowed to be an instrument,
for it is known that it is important that there be one within a group who has been a gift of being
able to communicate. And know that YOU, too, have the ability to be such an instrument for our
Creator. You must, of course, be accepting of that and be willing to so serve. It is simply that
this one has been chosen to be an instrument inasmuch as she and those others who were
available at the very beginning of the OMEGA group were seeking and were at that time willing
to become the core group; and this does define that which was the beginning of the group known
as OMEGA.
Perhaps you would like to know that which is a symbolic name for the one who is here to
address at this time.
And so this one would simply tell you that as this one has been available in time past,
know that the symbolic name that has been used was the name of WATERSON. You must
understand at this time that the one who addressed those who were new to OMEGA upon the
Earth as WATERSON were indeed those recipients of portraits that were painted through one
who was OMEGA and were presented to those by the ones who came to discuss those portraits
that were presented. You are well aware of such portraits; and know that it is now time for each
of you to be aware, as well, for this one who comes as WATERSON now has the ability to
describe to you who are here those characteristics that will help you to know who you were at the
time of the life of Jesus upon Earth.
Be aware that the Spirit who comes as WATERSON has lived upon Earth many times
prior to the incarnation which was known as WATERSON. You must understand that even as
you have lived many times, those of us who come to you in Spirit at this time have also had many
lives upon the Earth Plane. And it was in these lifetimes that you were able to receive many gifts,
many things that you could use in this lifetime which you are now living. You must understand
that many of the gifts that you now have are as a result of having achieved certain learnings,
certain gifts in times past. And you are now using those gifts, regardless of whether they are gifts

of art, gifts of healing, or gifts of teaching….these are all gifts that have come through many
lifetimes with you. And you are now able to use them in this lifetime as well.
This one who comes as WATERSON would first wish to address one who is here in this
group at this time and whose gift will be used upon the Earth at this time again, if it is the will of
that one to so use. WATERSON wishes to address the one who is ALLEN at this time and would
ask the one who is Allen to again begin the painting of portraits for this which is the group. It is
known that the one who is Allen has the ability that has been brought with him from a former
lifetime. He does have the ability to do that which is painting; and so WATERSON would ask if
the one who is ALLEN would be willing to allow portraits through that which is his body. Would
that be acceptable to you? (Sure.) Then know that you have been selected at this time. You have
been present at this time because your Spirit has led you to be here, and it is important that you
now begin to allow that to occur in times to come. WATERSON will come to you and will
advise you that there will be a time for you to allow your talent to be used; and during that time
you will begin to complete portraits of those who are here in this group known as OMEGA as
well.
And so at this time, WATERSON would like to address those of you who are here and
allow you to know that you each do have an opportunity now to receive a likeness of that which
you bore during the time of the one who was Jesus upon the Earth Plane. You will understand, as
you begin now to examine such likenesses, without being told…because your Spirit Within you
has now grown to the place where it can advise you of that likeness and who that represented
during the lifetime of Jesus. This should be an excitement for you, for indeed you have learned
now to allow the Spirit Within you to work with you, to communicate with you. And as a result
of that, you now are going to receive one of the many blessings that you can count on receiving as
a result of having grown in Spirit.
This one who comes as WATERSON would ask you to open your hearts and your minds
at this time. And as WATERSON now begins to talk with you, as a group, allow your Spirit to
come forth and receive information that can be given to it through thought from this one who is
WATERSON. And even as WATERSON speaks through the voice of this one, you will begin to
receive a verbal image of the one who you will be representing in a portrait. And know that this
will be an accurate image if you will simply say to yourself at this time, “I do not want to control
this with my mental aspect; and therefore I am laying aside my mental self and allowing my
Spiritual self to take control at this time.” Simply allow the Spirit Within you to be the
controlling factor in your body at this time. And may this, as a group, simply be a group as Spirit
at this time in order that there may be no mental and physical control.
And so open your heart to that which is your Spirit, allow it to be in control, allow it to be
the focusing point at this time, and know that you will begin to receive a physical image that will
give you some information with regard to how you appeared during the lifetime of Jesus. It is
important for you to receive this visual image that will be projected from that which is your
Spirit.
Understand that the Spirit Within you has, of course, imprinted upon it the very likeness
of that which was the person that you were in body during that lifetime. Receive this. Know that
it is Truth. And WATERSON would, at this time, address you who are here for the purpose of
further energizing each of you.
WATERSON would address the one who is here as TERESA and ask her now to allow
her Spirit to receive an image that can be given to her. You did reside, during that lifetime, as
one who was male in body. You did indeed have a likeness that you will recall, and know that
you were one who was a good friend of the man Jesus on Earth.
WATERSON would address at this time one is here as MARESA. MARESA now is
asked to open her heart and her spirit and allow a likeness to be presented. You were in that
lifetime a child…one who was very near the one who was Jesus. You must understand that Jesus

did indeed work with and teach the children. You were one of those children. Allow your Spirit
to proceed now to give you a likeness.
WATERSON will address the one now who is MEGAN in the group. Know that you
who are Megan on Earth at this time served as one during the lifetime of Jesus, in the capacity of
one who was a lowly servant upon the Earth at that time; but you did indeed get to know the one
who was Jesus. You now have within your heart that which is the likeness that you were during
that period of time.
WATERSON will address now the one who is here as KEVIN. Is to be said to the one
who is KEVIN that he was not one at that time who did worship the one who was the Christ upon
the Earth; but he was one who was curious and yet was not in a position to be able to follow after
Christ because he was not without a tie to the government at that time. He will see himself at this
time as he attempts to view that one.
And the one who is here as CHARLOTTE…you must understand at this time that you
have brought with you much in the way of Spiritual knowledge that has come from the lifetime of
Jesus, and you are willing to accept that at this time for you have been on a continuous journey in
this life, seeking after the Truth that you knew at that time and which is now being presented to
you as you have come to be OMEGA. Understand that at that time you were indeed female in
body, but you were not that which you would consider those who were high up in the hierarchy of
the religion at that time. You must understand that you began at an early age to follow after the
one who was Jesus, and as you grew in body and mind you learned that those things which the
one Jesus was teaching were true. You will be able to visualize the likeness.
This one would say the one who is here now as RACHEL has a continuing curiosity in
this lifetime, even as she had in that lifetime. She will find herself as one who was seeking for
the good times on Earth but not finding them. And she will find that it is necessary for her to go
back to that which was a Roman family at that time to find herself a part of that family. And yet,
she was curious about the man Jesus and she came to know that one because she was led to
understand his teaching.
And the one who is here as NEIL will find within his heart and his spirit that which is a
glorious likeness of the one which he was during that lifetime of Jesus. You will find that you
worked very closely with those who were surrounding Jesus at that time, and yet you were not
one of them. And this one would say to you that you were drawn to these who were the disciples
and yet you were not one of them. You were able to learn from them, but you stayed in the outer
circle because there was something that held you apart; and yet you longed to be within that
circle; and you have at this time, with the acceptance of Truth, overcome that inability to allow
one to be drawn closer to Jesus at that time.
This one would say to the one who is ALLEN that during that lifetime upon the Earth,
you did indeed receive that which was the ability to practice the art that you practice at this time.
And you were able at that time to allow that art to be used to simply glorify many of the buildings
within the area in which Jesus lived. And so you will find yourself as a painter during that time if
you will look closely.
This one who comes as WATERSON would now attempt to review those of you who are
here; and if there is one that WATERSON has failed to name, WATERSON would ask that that
one to speak up. (There was no response.) WATERSON would not ask that anyone in this group
not be addressed directly. There are those who are not present at this time who also must be
considered as members of this group; and they in turn will receive their opportunity in days to
come to allow this one to speak with them. You must understand that as you are here at this time,
it is important for you to accept what has been said, for you to accept what has been presented to
you by your Spirit…and know that it is Truth.
And so this one who is WATERSON comes to address you, to assure you that which is a
painting will be done through the body of one who is ALLEN. He will pick up that which was
given to one early in the group who was the artist Christine, for it is known that she has

completed her responsibility and it is now time for another to pick up the mantle and proceed
with it. It is important for you to allow the one who is ALLEN to be completely open and
engaging in that which will be painting with the one who is HORIZON. HORIZON will simply
use the body and the material of the one who is ALLEN, and HORIZON then will have the
opportunity to produce more in the way of likenesses that will be presented to you.
This one would come at this time and ask if you have a question. And WATERSON,
sensing that there is no question at this time, will simply withdraw for the time being but will
return in times to come. Be at peace and know that WATERSON has come in the will of the
Creator and that WATERSON will again be willing to present to each of you those creations that
can come through the body of the one known as ALLEN. You are blessed.
Know that we who come in Spirit do come bringing you much energy, for we know of
your dedication to this responsibility upon Earth, and we come to help you. The time is drawing
near when you must be totally prepared for that which is to come; and it is through these portraits
when you will in turn be so prepared that you will have no question about your Spirit Within
The one who is ALLEN will be asked to work very quickly with regard to that which is
the painting of the portraits; and it is known that you will indeed be able to provide the time that
is necessary. Be now in Peace. Go in Love. And know that you are much loved by those who
come to you in Spirit. Go in love.
JEY returns and would ask that you accept the blessing that you have just received. It is
important for you as those who are OMEGA to accept that you have taken this responsibility that
you now have, during many lifetimes past. You are simply being reminded of such through the
portraits that WATERSON has come to advise you of with regard to the paintings. They simply
will help you to call forth from your Spirit that time during the time past when you were in the
lifetime of Jesus. Accept that
Know that JEY comes willing to advise you with regard to other questions which you
may have. Allow them to be known.
QUESTION: JEY, would it be possible to communicate with my guardian of Spirit at
this time?
Allow JEY to say to you at this time that inasmuch as this is a time where we are going to
ask each of you to relate what you see with you very Spirit, JEY would ask if you would be
willing for us to delay that for a later time. (Yes) Then allow it to be known that JEY can
communicate with you at any time you would choose to be in this location. Be at Peace.
QUESTION: I have a question regarding how I can better empower my Spirit Within
and how I can be in closer communication.
JEY hears and can tell you this…that following after the information that you have
received, know that your Spirit Within will have no difficulty in coming forth and communicating
with you, and you in turn communicating with that Spirit Within you. When it is necessary for the
Spirit to be able to give you direct and empowered communication, you will know it. There is no
uncertainty about it. At this time be willing to prepare yourself to allow that which is your Spirit
Within to communicate through you or with you in any way that is necessary. Be willing to
accept. This is the only difficulty that you have at this time, as JEY can see it. And that is that
your complete openness and acceptance that what you receive will be from your Spirit Within
When you are willing to allow that to be, your Spirit will be completely empowered to
communicate with you and you in turn to respond. Does that seem to take care of the difficulty
that you have? (Yes.) Know that it can be so. Are there other questions?
QUESTION: I was thinking the other day, and this popped into my head and I think I
should go ahead and ask you whether it was relevant at the time. You can tell me. About the
energy under the New Madrid fault, and what is occurring in the shifting of the Earth right now in
that spot. Can you help with that?
JEY hears your question and JEY can tell you that on Earth JEY was not a
geologist…and that would tell you that any information that JEY has at this time does come

simply as viewpoint from Spirit. You have been told that during this time upon the Earth there is
much negative action within the Earth. Know that such pressure and such energy within the
Earth does seek a place to release. You must understand that as there are weaknesses within the
covering of the Earth, those pressures within the Earth will seek for those places for a release
area. You must understand that with your knowledge you are much aware that those releases
have taken place before upon the Earth Plane; and they do so again. It is the knowledge of the
one who is JEY that this is now building at a great speed within the Earth and there will be great
releases coming through that which you would know as earthquakes upon the Earth. There are
other means of release as well, and you are well aware of these; but know that about which you
speak would be a rumbling, parting of the earth that would cause great mishaps within the area
that will be touched by that. Is that an answer to your question? (JEY, I thank you. I kind of
thought that myself, but I wanted to see what you thought.) Know that JEY can only give limited
information! Be at Peace with that. Is there another question?
QUESTION: Yes, JEY. In the past I have had visual images of what I thought was my
lifetime during the time of Christ. And that was of myself as a child. I didn’t see myself as living
to be very old. I assumed that I died at an early age. What WATERSON has said didn’t
necessarily conflict with that, but I am unsure. I just want confirmation if what I had seen came
from that lifetime or is that a part of what WATERSON was talking about?
JEY hears your question. Know that JEY does not have the ability to reach back into
your past lives at this time, but JEY would tell you that you need to allow your Spirit Within you
to present the pictures to you that need to be presented at this time. JEY would simply ask you to
keep in your heart what you have seen and also what you have heard, for JEY is aware that you
do not receive mis-Truth from that which is your Spirit Within. You will know….you will come
to know….that which is the reality at that time. Be at Peace. Are there additional questions?
QUESTION: I have a question very similar to Neil’s, and I also would like to have my
Spirit Within help me decide which is Truth. JEY said: Be aware that if you ask for guidance
you will receive; and know that as WATERSON has spoken, it is from the knowledge of Spirit.
It is important that you now allow that to be presented to your Spirit and allow your Spirit to
guide you. Know that as you seek for help, you will receive help. It is often during times when
you are seeking after knowledge that it is not coming from your Spirit Within unless you
specifically ask that your Spirit present you that which is Truth. Otherwise the information that
you receive may be coming from other sources. But when you ask for Truth, know that you can
receive it. What JEY would say to you is that you simply ask in prayer that you come to know
Truth and that you be able to receive the Truth at all times. Do not be concerned if there seems
to have been a conflict. Just know that you will be led to know Truth. Is there an additional
question?
Then allow JEY to say that this has been a time of great joy for those of us who could be
here with you in Spirit. We have come with this additional information and opportunity for you,
because this will help you in the recognition of your spirit and the power of the Spirit Within you.
Be at Peace. Know that you are not to leave this place with concern but rather with joy. It is
important that you accept what you have learned at this time. Know that JEY has come in the
will of the Creator and has come in Truth. Be at Peace and go now with Love. AMEN.

